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 In 1652 Jan van Riebeck and 80 employees of the Dutch East India Company (the 

“Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie”, hereafter VOC) arrived at the Cape of Good Hope to 

establish an outpost with a mission to supply VOC ships sailing between the Netherlands and 

Asia with provisions and to serve as a rest station for ill sailors.  Over the next 75 years, the 

small outpost would gradually transform into a full-fledged VOC colony, encompassing 

thousands of square miles and a thin but growing population beyond Cape Town primarily 

engaged in grazing sheep and cattle.   Like many other European colonies established in the 

seventeenth century, the Cape Colony was a venture of a government-chartered trading 

company, the VOC. A joint-stockholding corporation, the VOC administration controlled all 

three branches of government at the Cape; had tight controls over the religious establishment; 

was a monopsony purchaser of the colonists’ grain, meat and wine; was a monopoly seller of 

these products to visiting ships; and attempted, often unsuccessfully, to control activities of 

colonists and expansion at the frontier (de Kock 1924; Ross, 1985, 1993; Gulke, 1984; Gulke 

and Shell, 1983; Thompson, 2000).    

Given the corporate nature of the Cape Colony, its early history may be best understood 

within a framework that assumes that the VOC’s agents—the Governor and the several branches 

of government—acted to maximize VOC profits rather than the welfare of the Colony’s free 

population or the colonial interests of the Netherlands government.1   Therefore, we develop a 

profit-maximizing model of the VOC to analyze the evolution of its policies governing 

                                                 
1 Since the Cape Colony was just one part of its far-flung geographic operations, it was necessary for the 

VOC it was necessary for the VOC directors in Amsterdam to provide company officials in Cape Town 

with directives and incentives consistent with their goal of profit maximization across all company 

operations.  In turn, company officials in Cape Town faced the same agency problem with respect to 

employees and “free” settlers residing in the colony.  Directors in Amsterdam provided company officials 

in Cape Town with directives and incentives consistent with their goal of profit maximization across all 

company operations.  In turn, company officials in Cape Town faced the same agency problem with 

respect to employees and “free” settlers residing in the colony.  
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settlement beyond Cape Town, the emergence of de facto and de jure claims on frontier lands, 

and the colony’s territorial expansion through 1774.  Section I provides a brief introduction that 

outlines the initial European settlement of southern Africa.  We present our model of de facto 

and de jure land claims in Section II.  The next section applies the analytical framework towards 

understanding why the VOC initially combined a system of land grants to farmers with highly 

restrictive land settlement policies.  Section IV analyses the development of the loan farm system 

between 1700 and 1714 and provides the underpinnings of an explanation for why the VOC 

allowed the Colony’s settlement boundaries to expand in an elastic manner through the mid-

1770s, thereby enabling it to incorporate millions of hectares of land surrounding the Cape into 

the Colony.  Section V briefly considers why VOC settlement policies became more restrictive 

from the late 1770s through the collapse of the VOC in 1793.  Section VI concludes with some 

implications of our research for understanding frontier settlement in plains economies and 

outlines an agenda for future research on property rights in Dutch South Africa. 

 

I. The Rise and Fall of Dutch Commercial and Political Power in Southern Africa 

It is believed that the first European to round the African continent was the Portuguese 

navigator Bartholomeu Diaz in 1488.  A few years later Vasco da Gama passed the Cape of 

Good Hope and was most likely the first European to see the eastern coast of southern Africa, 

what is now KwaZulu-Natal.  In the ensuing 150 years many European ships stopped at the Cape 

to resupply and to allow crew to recuperate in the mild Mediterranean climate.  In 1652, the 

Dutch East India Company sent three ships under the command of Jan van Riebeeck to occupy 

the territory surrounding Table Bay, a natural inlet overlooked today by Cape Town.  The 

outpost was the first permanent European settlement in southern Africa (see Figure 1).  The 
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purpose of the settlement was strictly to help facilitate the lucrative trade between Holland, Java, 

and the Maluku Islands.   

By all accounts, the VOC had no intention of colonizing the southern tip of Africa when 

it established its outpost.  The “Hawthorne Hedge”, built at the edge of the Company’s gardens  

Figure 1: The Dutch Cape Colony 1795 

 

 

Source:  Van der Merwe (1995), p. 132.   

 

less than a kilometer from the VOC’s fort (“the Castle”) in Cape Town, served as the de facto 

boundary for the VOC settlement.  Yet by 1702, fifty years after the initial settlement, the 

population of Europeans immigrants living in the Cape Colony had gradually increased to 5,925 

people, with 2,029 settlers working in arable agriculture.  The colony’s population would 

increase to 30,368 people in 1776, with 11,648 people working in arable agriculture (Figure 2)
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Source: van Duin and Ross (1987), pp. 114-125.

Figure 2: Population For Cape Town and Entire Cape Colony
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Source: van Duin and Ross (1987), pp. 150-151.   

 

 

  

Figure 3: Sheep and Cattle in Cape Colony, 1701-1794
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the increase in population during this period was the result of natural increase and immigration 

from France, Germany, Holland, and England.
2
 Fertile lands with adequate water for wheat and 

maize farming or vine cultivation became harder to find as settlement expanded beyond 

Stellenbosch in the late seventeenth century.  New settlers as well as the descendants of free 

burghers would gradually settle more distant grasslands with low and variable rainfall.  These 

settlers quickly identified these lands as most suitable for seasonal grazing of sheep and cattle, 

particularly in the absence of a navigable river system to transport grain from the interior to 

ocean ports.  From 1700 to 1790, graziers’ sheep increased from under 100,000 to over 400,000 

head, while graziers’ cattle increased from under 10,000 to over 80,000 head (Figure 3).  Van 

Zanden and Fourie (2012) estimate that over the 1701-1750 period, the real GDP of the Cape 

Colony expanded with population and the real per capita GDP of Cape Colony Europeans 

remained roughly constant, while being similar to per capita GDP levels estimated for the two 

world leaders, Holland and Great Britain. 

The geographic, demographic, and commercial expansion of the VOC’s colony over the 

course of the eighteenth century is particularly remarkable because it coincided with a stagnation 

of the VOC’s share of global trade and a decline in its profits (de Vries and van der Woude 

1997).  Much of the decline stemmed from the late seventeenth-century rise of England as the 

world’s leading trade and maritime power, the loss of VOC trading privileges in Japan and its 

trading post in Taiwan, disruptions to trade from wars between European powers in the 

                                                 
2
 The 156 French Huguenot refugees who arrived in 1688 and 1689 increased the free burgher population 

by 25 percent.  Many of these French settlers moved into the new areas of the interior and established 

vineyards that still exist to this day in the Stellenbosch area. Beginning in1685, the VOC provided free 

passage to immigrants from Europe.  Few immigrants took advantage of the subsidy, and the VOC 

stopped it in 1707.   
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eighteenth century, and the declining importance of the VOC’s Asian spice trade.
3
  Additional 

costs and disruptions to trade occasioned by the Dutch-Anglo War of 1780-1784 and the French 

Revolution sharply reduced VOC trade and profits, and in 1794 the VOC declared bankruptcy.
4
    

 

II. Establishment and Expansion of the Cape Colony, 1652-1694 

During the first five years of the Cape Colony, the VOC ran a company farm to supply 

food to visiting ships and their own employees. The VOC’s decision to have company 

employees grow the colony’s food followed the precedent established by other seventeenth-

century European trading companies including the Virginia Company, the Hudson’s Bay 

Company, and the Royal Africa Company, just to name a few.  And following the poor 

performance of company farms established in previous company colonies, VOC company farms 

also performed poorly. The VOC abandoned all company production of agricultural products and 

took actions to establish competing independent farms.  In 1657, the VOC released nine 

employees from their employment contracts, bestowed them “free burgher” status, and granted 

28 acres to each farmer.
5
  The VOC provided farmers with implements and seeds at cost as well 

as credit.  The land grants provided for the settlers to turn over ten percent of their harvested 

grain to the government and obligated them to sell the remainder (minus personal consumption) 

to the VOC at fixed prices based on the grains’ prices in Europe (Guelke 1988, 70). Throughout 

the period of VOC control, the VOC continued to require vintners, farmers, and graziers to sell 

                                                 
3
 See de Vries and van der Woud (1997), ch. 10 for a full discussion of the VOC’s decline in the 

eighteenth century. 

 
4 
 Attacks by the British fleet sank about half of the VOC fleet during the 1780-1784 war. 

 
5
 See Carlos (1991 and 1992), Carlos and Nicholas (1990 and 1996), and Rei (2011) for discussions of the 

factors underlying the organization of trading companies and different resolutions to the principal-agent 

problems associated with their long-distance trading.  
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their wine, harvested grain, and livestock to the Company at relatively low fixed prices when the 

final consumers were Cape Colony residents or visiting ships.  While there were occasionally 

free auctions, opportunities for export, and adjustments of the fixed prices, the trade in these 

commodities was closely controlled by the VOC until near the end of its rule. Neither trade fairs 

nor established crossroads for exchange of goods existed to compete with the VOC contracts 

(Duly 1968, 5-6).  The VOC enacted two policy measures that reinforced its monopsony status in 

Cape agricultural markets:  (1) it prohibited burghers from migrating beyond official colony 

boundaries and (2) it prohibited burghers from trading cattle with local communities of the 

predominant first people, the Khoikhoi. The first plakat (order) against the trade was issued in 

1652, and was widely violated by farmers and graziers living near or beyond the official 

boundaries who exchanged European manufactured goods (guns, trinkets, knives, etc) for cattle.  

The VOC periodically re-issued plakats, usually after reports of illicit trades or violence against 

Khoi groups by settlers at or beyond the frontier.
6
 The prohibition on burgher trades for cattle 

from Khoi groups helped to solidify VOC rents from the cattle trade by ensuring that the VOC 

would have competition between burghers and Khoikhoi to sell cattle and that burgher violence 

against the Khoi or purchase of their cattle did not disrupt Khoi supply.
7
  

During the 1660s and 1670s, the Colony’s wheat farmers devoted more time and 

resources to extensive livestock grazing on lands beyond their 28-acre plots. Expansion of 

settlement came to a halt during the mid-1670s when the Second Khoikhoi-Dutch War (1673-

1677) thwarted attempts by Cape settlers to start farms on land beyond the Cape Flats.  The 

                                                 
6 
Penn, 2005, p. 28; Jeffreys and Naudé, 1944, pp. 4, 34, 39, 43-45, 100, 105, 143, 167, 168, 228, 282, 300, 302, 

308, 326, 340. 

 
7 
Tbe additional competition would only allow a lower purchase price by the VOC if the supplies of cattle 

from Khoikhoi groups and free burger graziers were upward sloping.   
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Colony’s geographic expansion did not resume until 1679 when a new “Commander”, Simon 

van der Stel, arrived with instructions to make the Colony more self-sufficient in grain.   Van der 

Stel changed the VOC’s land policy to allow burghers to acquire freehold claims to whatever 

amount of land in the newly opened district of Stellenbosch that they could bring into cultivation 

within three years.  Land claims of 80 to 160 acres were typical.  The program was, however, 

halted after just a few years of operation, as the VOC government closed Stellenbosch to further 

land claims in 1687 despite the availability of large tracts of government land within its 

boundaries of settlement.  In 1692, the Cape Colony government, concerned about settler’s use 

of lands beyond the boundaries of settlement to graze cattle, issued an ordinance proclaiming 

that: 

All free peoples outside the boundary posts, or borders of the Cape territory, and 

that of Stellenbosch, together with those settled at Drakenstein, or settled round 

about there with their livestock, should break up their camps as quickly as 

possible within the next six months, and by this date have settled themselves 

within the proper limits with good and chattels, on pain of corporal punishment as 

deserters and vagrants, and their houses, herds, and cattle pens subject to 

confiscation at their own expense.
8
 

 

The Cape Colony’s injunctions against settlement “outside the boundary posts” would be 

repeated in official policy pronouncements through the end of the seventeenth century.   

III.  A Profit-Maximizing Model of the VOC’s Limits on Settlement 

Why would the VOC place limits on the extent of settlement and what factors would 

determine the extent of the limits?  We use an extension of Dye and La Croix’s (2013) model of 

frontier property rights and settlement to provide a framework for understanding these issues.  In 

the model, the VOC sets settlement boundaries such that net revenues from the monopsony trade 

in cattle with various Khoi groups and the burghers, land sales, and production taxes are 

                                                 
8
 C2271, Original Ordinance Book, 19 October 1691. 
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maximized.  Settlers are not passive participants in this process, as they could opt to forego 

purchases (grants) of land with de jure rights and instead make de facto claims to land beyond 

the settlement boundaries that might be contested currently by Khoikhoi groups or in the future 

by an expanding VOC colony. 

A.  Dye-La Croix Model of Frontier Settlement 

Our model follows Alston, Harris, and Mueller (2012) by assuming that the value of 

frontier land falls with distance from the colony’s only port at Cape Town.
9 

The net present value 

of land, derived from the expected stream of earnings, falls with distance from the port, r, as 

overland transport costs rise and the cost of bringing goods to market increases, shown in Figure 

1 as v(r).  The price p at which the VOC potentially sells a plot on the frontier depends on v(r), 

and a price-discriminating company may try to set . The VOC cannot, however, charge 

the full-rent extracting price and continue to make sales, as prospective buyers have an 

opportunity cost, since they can alternatively claim the land by squatting.  

A squatter foregoes the property-rights protection of the state but evades lump sum or 

annual payments to the VOC for the land. When left unimpeded, squatters historically have 

acquired de facto preemptive rights, since trying to reverse their claims ex post could be 

politically costly and sometimes prohibitive.
10

  Given the settlers’ squatting option, the company  

has an incentive to define an official zone of settlement with an official settlement boundary, r
E
.  

The VOC then commits to deploy resources to enforce land claims and provide de jure property-

                                                 
9 
See Guelke … for a discussion of the time and effort required to transport stock, butter, etc. to Cape 

Town. 

 
10

 Alston, et al., “De Facto and De Jure Property Rights”; Weaver, Great Land Rush, pp. 74-76. 

 

( )p v r
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rights specification and enforcement inside, but not outside, r
E
.
11

  To sell land inside r
E
, the VOC 

must incur costs to specify and measure the tracts to be sold and offer a credible commitment to 

buyers to enforce de jure rights; without such enforcement, prospective purchasers would have 

incentives to squat rather than buy.
12

 We assume e(r), ( ), bundles these specification and 

enforcement costs. 

Figure 4. The Market for Public Land on the Frontier 

 

Note: The dotted curves bd and bk represent two possible values of , the latter drawn under the 

assumption that the risk of violence rises as one moves farther out into the frontier. 

 

Where should the VOC set the settlement boundary, r
E
?  We examine two cases.  In the  

                                                 
11

 If government has strict comparative advantage in the use of violence, it may be perfectly effective at 

removing squatters inside r
E
; if not, some squatting may also be observed inside r

E
We do not observe 

squatting within r
E
 in the Cape Colony in the 17

th
 century.  This is partly due to the small number of 

settlers in the colony, the relatively small expanse of land within the boundaries, and the greater 

incentives of VOC officials to enforce company claims to land relative to the incentives of colonial 

officials.   

 
12 

The VOC surveyor recorded boundaries for all lands sold or granted to free burghers in the Cape land 

registry.  See Guelke (1984):   

 

0e 

(1 )v
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first case with v(r) declining and e(r) rising with distance, the net marginal gain from the sale and 

enforcement of public land rights is negative beyond the point where exceeds the marginal 

appropriable revenue. Once the VOC sets r
E
, settlers have two options: They may settle within 

the zone of settlement and purchase a de jure right to public land at price p, or squat outside the 

zone, where payment is not enforced. The de jure right is bundled with third-party government 

enforcement, which offers greater security against the risk of property loss from dispute, 

encroachment or theft.  In Figure 3, v(r) is drawn assuming de jure rights and effective  

government enforcement, but government provides this only inside r
E
.  Outside r

E
, settlers incur 

a cost, s, to take private measures to enforce their claims and to contribute to cooperative 

(second-party) measures with other settlers.   

We make two critical assumptions regarding the cost and effectiveness of settler 

enforcement activities.  First, the cost of private and cooperative enforcement activities, s, for 

firearms, sheepdogs, private militias, etc., is localized and thus unrelated to the location of the 

settler’s claim, r.  Private and second-party enforcement are less effective than VOC 

enforcement, thereby leaving a residual risk, ρ, of property loss from private security.  It follows 

that the value of privately enforced claims, , is lower than the value of VOC-enforced 

claims, v(r), as shown in Figure 3.
13

 

On the frontier, settlers are willing to squat up to the point, r
S
, beyond which 

, shown in Figure 1.  They would be unwilling to purchase a de jure right to 

public land if the net present value of squatted land exceeded the net present value of VOC- 

enforced de jure land.  Therefore, a necessary condition for a sale is: ; or stated 

                                                 
13

 The risk factor, ρ, and cost of private security, s, are not independent, but in the application below we 

suppress the relationship and treat the effectiveness of private security as fixed. If enforcement is to be de 

facto in either case, since the de facto price is zero, the settler gains nothing from purchasing the de jure 

right. That is,  for any nonzero price of public land. 

( )e r

(1 ) ( )v r

(1 ) 0v s  

(1 )v p v s   

v s v s p    
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in terms of the sales price: 

(1) p ≤ ρv + s        
   

 The source of insecurity of settler land claims on the frontier matters.  Alston, et al. 

(2012) assume the risk of property loss falls with distance from the market as land competition 

from encroaching settlers falls. But this overlooks the risk of resistance from Khoi groups and 

the San—a hunter-gatherer group, which, if significant, is likely to increase as one moves away 

from Cape Town into remote lands on the frontier. If so, then ρ increases with r and  

falls more steeply as r rises.  In Figure 1, panel a, the dotted curve bk represents the value of 

squatted land if the risk of violence rises with r.  Line bd represents the usual assumption of 

declining risk. Our model accounts for both cases. 

B.  Monopsony Extension of the Dye-La Croix Model of Frontier Land Settlement 

In other settler economies, e.g., the United States, New South Wales and Buenos Aires, 

governments initially obtained few revenues from land sales, instead relying on various taxes on 

production and imports and quit rents from land grants.
14

  Transitions to land sales came later, 

after the economy had expanded and governments were better able to enforce property rights to 

these lands.
15

  In the company-run Cape Colony, the VOC’s initial goal was to secure supplies to 

refresh both Dutch and foreign ships visiting the Cape.  Khoikhoi resistance to any Dutch 

                                                 
14

 Another contrast between the Cape Colony and New South Wales and Buenos Aires is that the first 

peoples in the Cape Colony competed with settlers to sell the same product—cattle to supply visiting 

ships—whereas in New South Wales and Buenos Aires, first peoples did not supply the colonial 

government. 

 
15 

The United States experienced a gradual transition to land sales in the 18
th
 century, with Land 

Ordinance (1785) and the Northwest Ordinance cementing the new country’s commitment to surveying 

and selling federal government lands.  In Buenos Aires, the transition to rentals and sales of the public 

domain came with its independence from Spain in 1818, as the new government struggled to raise funds.  

In New South Wales, the transition came in the 1829-1831 period, with the British Colonial Office 

ordering all colonial governments to sell rather than grant crown waste lands. 

 

(1 )v
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expansion beyond the initial hedge boundary into their traditional grazing areas led the VOC to 

grant land to free burghers, conditional on them bringing it into production, and to devote 

significant company resources to enforcement of the burgher property rights.  Since the VOC 

was unable to sell frontier lands at remunerative prices (“How can you sell land if you cannot 

secure it?”), it focused instead on claiming a share of the agricultural rents from the land-grant 

farms and wineries by establishing itself both as a monopsony buyer of cattle, wine, butter, and 

other farm products and as a monopoly seller of these goods to Dutch and foreign ships stopping 

to refresh at the Cape.
16  

In the discussion below, we focus on VOC’s position as a monopsony 

buyer rather than its monopoly position.
17

 

With the VOC’s profits stemming primarily from monopsony rents, how would the VOC 

decide where to draw the boundary of settlement, r
E
?  To answer this question, we specify a 

modified version of the Dye-La Croix model of frontier land settlement to reflect land sales 

presented above to how an autocratic company government, unconstrained by demands from 

VOC employees and free settlers within the boundaries, would set r
E
 so as to maximize 

monopsony rents from purchases of farm products.  We bypass principal-agent problems 

inherent in the VOC’s long-distance operations and assume, as a first approximation, that the 

Cape Colony’s VOC managers acted to maximize monopsony rents. 

In this simple model, the VOC maximizes monopsony rents from its purchases of meat, 

                                                 
16 

One would expect that the VOC would charge monopoly prices to foreign visiting ships but not to VOC 

visiting ships. Enforcement of price discrimination within the port would have been difficult. We have no 

information on whether the VOC charged different prices to VOC and foreign ships, but do know that 

there was substantial smuggling of supplies by Cape Town residents to the ships. 

 
17 

Raising both the monopoly and monopsony problem simultaneously complicates the theoretical 

problem significantly.  See Blair and Harrison (2010) for a lucid discussion. 
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Q, at price PQ, which is resold to ships at Cape Town at the competitive price, PC.
18

  The total 

quantity of meat, Q, supplied to the ships is the sum of the quantities obtained from trade with 

the Khoikhoi, QK, and trade with the free burghers, QB, where Q = QK +QB.  The supply of meat 

obtained by the VOC at a given price p
M

 from the free burghers depends positively on the actual 

extent of free burgher settlement (r
S
) which in turn depends on the VOC’s purchase price for 

meat which determines the value of land v(r, p
M

), the security of land settlement beyond the 

limits of settlement (ρ), and the settler’s cost of providing security beyond the limits of 

settlement.  Khoi supply (QK) depends positively on the VOC’s purchase price for meat (p
M

) and 

the size of Khoikhoi population (POP) and negatively on the extent of free burgher settlement 

beyond the established limits of settlement. 

The VOC provides a public good, G, defense against invasion from other seafaring 

European powers (e.g., England, France, Spain or Portugal) and property-rights protection inside 

the official zone of settlement, inside r
E
.  The cost of providing defense against invasion depends 

in part on the size of the Colony’s population, as a larger population of free burghers could 

substitute partly for a force of specialized professional soldiers.  A larger population would, 

however, require that the limits of settlement be extended further.  

The VOC’s objective function is:  

(2)
    

max
rE , pM ,G

pC (QK +QFB )- pMQK (POPK, p
M , rS (G, r, s,rE ))-PMQFB(POPFB, p

M , rS (G, r, s,rE ))-C(G) 

where G is the resource expended by the VOC to deter settlers from going beyond the official 

settlement boundary and r
S
 is negatively related to G and the probability that the settler will lose 

his investment in the land (ρ), i.e., that his cattle will be stolen or killed, and the cost to the 

                                                 
18

 As discussed above, the VOC also had monopoly power in its sales of provisions to visiting ships but is 

not considered in this version of the model.   
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settler of enforcing his de facto claim beyond the boundary of settlement (s). We constrain r
S ≥ r

E
 

, G≥0, and the purchase price of meat (P
M

) to the same in free burgher and Khoi markets.  The 

model yields three first-order conditions in G, p
M

, and r
E
:   
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Equation 3 shows that the VOC company government expends resources to enforce its 

boundaries—to bring settlers back to r
E
 or to punish settlers who are found beyond r

E
—up to the 

point where the marginal cost of additional government enforcement activities equals the 

marginal rent gained from the net additional supplies of meat from both markets.  Governor van 

der Stel was also concerned that settlement by stock farmers beyond the Cape’s limits of 

settlement, even if unaccompanied by forced trades with the Khoikhoi, would be accompanied 

by Khoi attacks on the settlers; they, in turn, would demand protection from the company.   Van 

der Stel’s concerns were based on the effective resistance that the Khoikhoi had provided in two 

earlier wars over settlement, the first fought in 1659 and the second from 1673 to 1677.  

Casualties, disease, and starvation associated with these wars led to huge declines in both the 

Khoi population and their stock of cattle (Elphick 1995).  Despite these, the Khoikoi were still 

sufficiently well organized over the 1680-1712 period to provide substantial resistance to deep 

incursions by Cape colonists into interior lands seasonally for Khoi grazing. 

Equation 4 is a standard monopsony price-setting condition in which p
M

 is set to 
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maximize the net rents to the VOC that accrue from exploiting the upward-sloping supplies of 

meat from both burgher and Khoi producers.  Two simplifying assumptions are that an increase 

in the monopsony price increases the quantity of meat supplied by both groups and that the price 

of meat sold to ships (P
c
) exceeds the monopsony purchase price of meat (p

M
). Of course, if the 

two groups could be separated, the VOC could potentially offer different purchase prices to the 

two groups to exploit differences in their marginal cost of producing an additional unit of meat. 

Figure 5. Von Thünen Squatters’ Band 

 

 

The model predicts (1) the settlement boundary, r
E
, that defines an official zone of the 

Equation 5 shows that r
E
 is set such that the marginal gain in rents to the VOC from an expansion 

of settler production of meat within r
S
 - which is partially determined by r

E
 - equals  

The marginal loss in rents to the VOC from the reduction in Khoi production of meat, a result of 

the smaller acreage available for grazing cattle.    
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 Under this condition, settlement from the Cape Town port to r
E
 is supported by de jure 

specification of property rights and government enforcement; while a band of squatting or de 

facto claims forms outside the boundary, r
E
, which does not have government sanction or 

enforcement. The squatters’ band terminates at the distance, r
S
, where the marginal value of 

unprotected land (1-ρ)v(r) is equal to the cost of private security, s, and the marginal cost to the 

government of enforcement against squatters, C’(G).  Squatters who make de facto claims 

beyond the boundaries decrease their marginal cost of acquiring cattle by forced trades from 

Khoi groups, as the VOC focuses more of its enforcement capabilities against Khoi trading 

where it has enforcement capabilities, i.e., within rather than beyond the zone with de jure 

claims.   

 There are several important comparative static results stemming from the model.  First, 

the relative size of the two groups’ production of meat varies with the relative size of the 

population of the two groups.  This is particularly important in the context of the Cape Colony, 

as the 1713 small pox epidemic substantially reduces the size of the Khoikhoi population while 

having much smaller and less long-lasting effects on the population of free burghers and VOC 

officials.  Second, as the cost to the settlers of enforcing de facto land claims (s) decreases, both 

r
E
 and r

S
 increase.  Third, as the probability of retaining a de facto land claim (ρ) increases, both 

r
E
 and r

S 
again increase.   

IV.  The Evolution of the Loan Farm Tenure in the Cape Colony 

As pastoral activities became more important to the Colony from the 1680s, government 

regulations governing extent of settlement, grazing, and trade took a Hayekian course, slowly 
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evolving to facilitate the industry’s expansion.
19 

  Prior to 1692, farmers were allowed to use 

undistributed company lands to graze their stock and were expected to return with their flocks to 

their farm homes each night.  As the livestock industry expanded and farmers demanded 

additional land to graze their stock, the VOC responded in 1692 by loosening its restrictions on 

land use beyond the boundaries.  A new regulation specified that farmers could graze their cattle 

on more distant lands provided that they “received the prior written consent of the Honorable 

Lord Governor and that it shall be properly registered with the colonial secretary.”
20

  The permits 

had the effect of allowing farmers to disperse further from the Colony with their flocks.  As 

distance traveled from the home farm gradually increased, a nightly return became infeasible, 

and grazing licenses became associated with extended settlement on these lands. 

The first records of registration of grazing licenses are found in 1703.  Initially, their 

duration was variable, ranging from three months to a year (van der Merwe, 1995, 54).
21

  These 

“common property” licenses contained “only a vague indication of a locality” (van der Merwe 

1995, p. 55) and assigned the same location to multiple farmers.  Guelke (1974, p. 181) observed 

that typical descriptions of claims included such vague terms as “near the Piketberg” or “between 

the Paardeberg and the Berg River” or “near the Klein Berg River in the Land of Wavern.”   

By 1706, the activities of farming and grazing began to separate, with the Dutch ideal of 

                                                 
19 

Concentration of settlement facilitated VOC efforts to collect revenues and to extract rents from 

settlers.  The VOC’s costs of collecting in-kind taxes (e.g. wine, sheep, and cattle) and transporting the 

goods to Cape Town increased with the settler’s distance from Cape Town.  The cost to the government 

of measuring output to be taxed increased in distant, lightly populated areas, as officials were less likely 

to be familiar with the area or to be tipped off regarding tax evasion by disaffected neighbors.  The 

VOC’s cost of monitoring illegal trades between settlers and the Khoikhoi also increased when settlers 

were dispersed over a larger area, as there was a longer frontier to monitor, and many illegal transactions 

were conducted on the other side of the settlement limits. 
 
20 

C 2271, Original Ordinance Book, 19 October 1691 [date signed], 22 January 1692, p. 104. 

 
21 

Van der Merwe (p. 54) noted that the licenses were of undetermined duration. 
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mixed farming giving way to specialization.  The government responded by providing grazing 

licenses to some individuals who were not farmers and did not possess freehold land and had no 

place to return at night.   Next the government began to renew licenses for individual graziers 

who would move their livestock from one grazing post to another—usually places with water 

sources—within their assigned territories.  Within just a few years, some farmers began to 

occupy these livestock posts for longer periods and make permanent improvements.   

 In 1708, the Widow Elbertsz, who had been granted a grazing permit near the Vier-en-

Twintig River, complained to the VOC authorities that her rights were being intruded upon by 

the herds of two free burghers who had also received a permit to graze in the same general area 

(Guelke 1974, p. 182).
22

 The VOC’s response to the complaint was to withdraw the permits of 

the two free burghers, establishing “that individuals were to be given exclusive rights to specific 

areas” albeit with “the actual area that an individual was entitled to use … [remaining] 

undefined”  (Guelke 1974, p. 182).  Taking action to exclude other graziers and their herds from 

a claim had its roots more in restricting access to valuable water sources rather to land.  

Opposition from excluded graziers to the establishment of exclusive grazing claims might be 

muted, as they had a viable, albeit less profitable, alternative option:  occupy, claim, and use 

lands with access to water just beyond the established loan farms with exclusive (albeit vague) 

claims. For these graziers, using lands more distant than the lands previously used under 

common license entailed additional costs of transporting supplies and animals to market, yet also 

allowed operations on a larger scale, with claimants commonly using unclaimed lands around 

them (van der Merwe 1995). 

In 1714 the VOC government promulgated provisions for establishing tenure in frontier 
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See R.L.R.I., Oude Wildshutte Boeken, pp. 170, 172 (12 October and 24 October 1708). 
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pastoral land.  Settlers could claim “loan farms” (leningplaats) of up to 6,000 acres; the loan 

farms could be bought, sold, and inherited—with inheritances being indivisible.
23 

 Under the law, 

they could not be rented to others, a provision sometimes violated.  Loan farm leases allowed 

settlers to cultivate wheat, a feature rarely granted before 1714.
24

  

The loan farm’s boundaries were initially not delineated precisely, with the license 

specifying only the general location.  Each loan farm was self-defined by a single point, from 

which the farm was to be at least an hour walk from another farm’s center.
25

  The rough 

dimensions of the circular claim were self-defined by the holder.  Each license contained the 

proviso that the license holder “could use [the farm loan] ‘provided that he not be a bother to 

someone already herding there’” (van der Merwe 1995 p. 64).  Why did the VOC choose a form 

of land tenure that used such a simple, rough method to delineate the land’s boundaries?   We 

note only that the lands were relatively low value and abundant; they may not have initially 

supported the higher cost of more accurate measurement, such as a formal survey.  The low-cost 

method for delineating claims may have contributed to the fast overall settlement and use of 

these now depopulated lands as well as provided settlers with incentives to develop the most 

valuable lands first.   

How would the VOC have gained from the new tenure arrangements and land 

settlement?  We focus on two possible channels:  (1) the institutions for claiming and using land 

beyond the boundaries allowed the government to provide rents to free settlers and to defuse the 

                                                 
23

 The holders of loan farms did not have transfer rights of the land—onoly of the tangible assets attached 

to the farms.  

 
24 

Settlers hired indigenous labor as shepherds and cattle herders, and imported slaves from Indonesia, Sri Lanka, 

East Africa, and Madagascar, with laves working in service, trades, and agriculture.   

 
25 

It was assumed that the settler would build a homestead at this point; if it were built elsewhere, specific 

notification needed to be provided to VOC authorities to avoid confusion as to the center point of the farm (van de 

Merwe 1995, p. 62).  In some cases, an hour’s walk was not seen as sufficient given the land’s quality and 

geographic contours; often more walking time was allowed to define the claim of (p. 66).  
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outrage among Colony farmers concerning the misuse of Colony resources to benefit VOC 

officials; and (2) the new land claim institutions allowed the VOC to generate new revenues via 

quitrents and registration fees during a period in which the overall fortunes of the VOC were in 

decline and additional revenues were needed to bolster the Colony’s finances.  We consider each 

channel in more detail below. 

(1) Transfer of Rents to Aggrieved Burghers.  When Simon van der Stel stepped down 

as Governor in 1699, he was the owner of the Colony’s largest winery, Groot Constantia.
26

  His 

successor was his son, Wilhelm van der Stel.  The younger van der Steel moved aggressively to 

increase his land holdings and those of other leading VOC officials.  Their additional land 

holdings went far beyond limits set by the Heeren XVII, who placed tight restrictions on land 

ownership and commercial activity by high officials.  By 1705 one-third of the arable land in the 

Colony was controlled by the Governor and 19 other VOC officials (Giliomee 2003).  Governor 

van der Stel’s farm, Vergelegen, was ten times larger than the typical farm and had been 

developed using company employees and slaves.  Vergelegen supplied all wine required by the 

holder of the wine monopoly—a franchise auctioned to the highest bidder by the VOC—as well 

as 20 percent of the Colony’s grain output.   

In 1704, a petition containing the names of many of the Colony’s leading farmers was 

sent to the Governor.  It alleged that he had abused his position by acquiring these lands—an 

arrangement forbidden by his VOC employment contract—and by his sales of wine and grain to 

exclusive merchants licensed by the VOC.  Two of the leading petitioners were imprisoned, and 

the Governor took steps to suppress their complaint.  Smuggled onto a VOC ship bound for 

Amsterdam, the complaint was eventually heard by the Heeren XVII, who ruled in favor of the 
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Their 2010 Semillion/Sauvignon Blanc is a very nice wine. 
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petitioners in 1706.  They recalled Governor van der Stel to Amsterdam, forced the sale of most 

of his land holdings, ordered the release of the two petitioners from prison, and sent a new 

governor to the colony.  

Van der Stel’s three short-lived successors—Acting Gvernor Johannes Cornelis 

D’Ablaing (1707-1708), Governor Louis van Assenburg (1708-1711), and Acting Governor 

Willem Helot (1711-1714)—all faced the same serious problem:  How could confidence in the 

VOC authorities among the Colony’s farmers be restored after the abuse by Governor van der 

Stel of his position?  Either the VOC could pay some form of compensation to the aggrieved 

petitioners or it could redress their fundamental grievances.  By moving from a system of land 

sales to a system of land claims, the VOC was able to accomplish both objectives.  By allowing 

free settlers to stake a claim to valuable lands beyond the boundaries, the VOC provided 

aggrieved farmers with economic rents that would hopefully restore confidence in the VOC’s 

economic and political institutions.  Expansion of grazing activity would allow lead to increased 

supplies of beef and mutton for sale to the sole buyer in the colony—the VOC.  

(2) Additional VOC Revenues. The VOC’s need for additional revenue stemmed from 

the wars fought by Holland during the first decade of the eighteenth century. Numerous battles in 

the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1713) were fought in the Low Countries.  France 

invaded in 1701 and was not driven out until the battles of Ramillies in 1706 and Oudenaarde in 

1708.  The war against France and Spain led to more VOC ships lost at sea, an increase in VOC 

defensive measures to protect ships from attack, and a fall in European demand for VOC spices 

coming from the East Indies.  The VOC’s increased expenditures and declining revenues led the 

Herren XVII to direct its outposts, such as the Cape Colony refreshment station, to improve their 

net fiscal position. The stream of revenue from quit rents on the new loan farms, although not 
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always collected on time or from all leases, was one source of new revenue that could help to 

close this gap.
27 

  

V.  Settler Dispersion in the Cape Colony 

Hand-in-hand with the change in land rights came a rapid expansion of European 

settlement, with settlers moving up to 400 miles from previous Cape Town boundaries.  Why did 

the VOC change its rather harsh attitudes toward settler dispersion during the first 15 years of the 

eighteenth century?   

 One candidate to explain the change in policy is an expansion in demand for wine and 

food supplies from the Cape, particularly from visiting Dutch and foreign ships.  Figure 6 shows 

the annual number of ships stopping in Cape Town and the average number of days spent per 

ship in port from 1652 to 1790 (Boshoff and Fourier, 2008, Figure 5).  The number of ships 

visiting between 1682 and 1740 is clearly trending upwards, albeit with somewhat of a pause 

during the 1704-1712 transition to loan farms.  While the large, positive trend in ship arrivals 

provides the necessary ingredient for a demand-based explanation, Boshoff and Fourier’s 

econometric analysis of the relationship between ship arrivals and sectoral growth reveals “a 

strong systematic co-movement between wheat production and ship traffic, with less evidence 

for wine production and stock-herding activities” (p. 469).
28

  

We turn our attention to a supply-based candidate for the VOC’s policy change:  The 

secular increase in the security of de facto claims beyond the official boundaries after the 1713-

1714 small pox epidemic that punctuated what was already an ongoing secular decline in the 

                                                 
27 

La Croix and Roumasset (1990) argued that the growing fiscal demands of the Hawaii government were 

one of several reasons leading to privatization of land in Hawaii in the late 1840s.   

 
28 

Another potential demand-based candidate for the VOC’s policy change is the steady expansion of the 

population of both Cape Town and its surrounding hinterlands.   
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Khoi population.  Throughout the first 60 years of Dutch settlement, the Khoikhoi had used these 
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 Source: VOC Archives, Amsterdam. Various documents. 
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   Figure 7.  Number of ships and length of stay, 1652–1795 



. 

 

lands.  And from the founding of the Colony, the Khoikhoi had resisted the Dutch incursions, 

albeit at a very high cost.  Conflicts occurred in 1659 and then abated until 1673 when a four-

year conflict began.  Tens of thousands of Khoikhoi would die or be imprisoned, and thousands 

of their sheep and cattle were confiscated.  By 1677, Khoi resistance to settler incursions had 

sharply declined due to the decline in their numbers and the decentralized features of their 

society.
29

 Khoi numbers were further diminished by the 1713 smallpox epidemic.  Immediately 

after the epidemic, livestock diseases decimated their herds, and many took their cattle to the 

north and the east (Mentzel, Vol. X, p. 37). The Stellenbosch landdrost reported to the governor 

that the Khoikhoi threat had evaporated, so much so that the posting of soldiers at the frontier 

was unnecessary.
30

  By 1727, it was reported that there were no Khoikhoi settlements within 

250-300 miles of the Cape.
31

   

The declining threat of attacks from much diminished Khoikhoi groups increased the 

security of settler’s de facto claims; from the perspective of our model, ρ declined substantially. 

of settlers.  For the VOC, the decline in the Khoi population and threat meant that it would not 

have to supply distant settlers with nearly as intensive protection services.  (There were still 

threats to settler activities from the San population who were not nearly as severely affected by 

the smallpox epidemic.) Far being a burden, distant settlement could now facilitate an increase in 

the supply of both pastoral and arable products cattle and reduce VOC procurement prices.  Once 

the VOC realized that it had to provide few defensive services—or, for that matter, few other 

public goods—to the distant settlers, it moved to reaffirm its existing policy prohibiting settlers 

                                                 
29 

Careful estimates of the Khoikhoi population for this period have not been assembled. 

 
30

 1/STB 20/1, Letters Disp., 3 August 1717, as cited in van der Merwe (1995, 113-114). 

 
31

 See C 1469, Letters Disp., Cape Government to Lords XVII, 25 February 1726, new page 246.  

Khoikhoi lived among the white settlers, working as domestic servants and shepherds. 
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from bartering with native peoples for cattle or other goods while at the same time allowing them 

to enter lands where some Khoi groups might still be encountered.  The VOC’s monopsony in 

Cape Town was protected throughout the eighteenth century by virtue of the lack of inland 

markets or commercial centers developed in outlying regions.
32

  Cape Town was the only real 

market for agricultural products (Van der Merwe, p. 157).  Yet, as the eighteenth century 

progressed, itinerant traders became more frequent and began to fill gaps in tradable goods. (p. 

160).  

A related factor to consider is the interaction between the increase in the external threats 

faced by the Colony between 1700 and 1714 and the sharp decline in the Khoikhoi population in 

the lands immediately surrounding the Colony. On its own the increased external threat should 

have lead to the VOC to promulgate policies that would increase the concentration of settlers 

near Cape Town so that sufficient numbers could be mustered to defend against a French or 

British invasion.
33

  And on its own the depopulation of the lands beyond Stellenbosch should 

                                                 
 

32 
The petition of 1784—made by burgher wheat farmers near Cape Town--claimed that limited marketing 

opportunities and an uncertain market for agricultural products stimulated migration into the interior (Van 

der Merwe, p. 195).   

 
33

 The VOC produced some public goods for the settlers, such as protective services and the provision of 

a rudimentary legal framework.  Concentration of settlement had the potential to reduce both free-riding 

behavior by settlers and VOC costs of providing public goods (La Croix 2000).  Simon van der Stel, the 

Governor of the Cape Colony from 1679 to 1699, focused on the public goods rationale for concentration 

of settlement.  He argued that settlement at the Cape should be geographically constrained in order to 

reduce the cost to the VOC of defending against foreign incursions.  A concentrated populace of at least 

2,000 people would be capable of “defending against all landings, hostile attacks, and suchlike, from 

European rulers, in such a way that the people here should have no fear of enemy assault, or attack from 

some European sovereign or potentate.”
 
(Instructions from Simon van der Stel to Willem Adriaan van der 

Stel, 30 March 1699, Collectanea, p. 13.) To defend against such attacks, the Dutch constructed 

fortifications, artillery batteries, and magazines and stationed a large garrison of troops at the Cape.  In 

spite of the investment in defenses, there were two British attacks on the Cape:  one in 1781—thwarted by 

the French navy which had received intelligence regarding British plans—and a second in 1795 that 

succeeded in taking the Cape without a major fight (Potgieter 2003). 
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have led to more settler dispersion due to the decrease in ρ, the risk that a settler would lose a de 

facto land claim.  However, the interaction between the increased threat and the fall in Khoi 

population generates a separate effect:  the potential for England and France to occupy, claim, 

and settle the vast stretches of these now thinly populated lands.  Changing policies to facilitate 

their settlement by Europeans already living within the Cape Colony would reduce the likelihood 

of unwelcome British and French strategic actions.  We note that in another frontier economy, 

New South Wales, the colonial governor authorized a temporary settlement at Port Philip—quite 

a distance from the main settlement near Sydney—during the Napoleonic Wars after the sighting 

of French ships off shore in 1803 (Shaw 2003).  

Another candidate for the change in policy was the increasing realization by free 

burghers and VOC officials that the lands beyond the official boundaries were valuable and 

worth bringing into production for grazing if they could be used by highly land-intensive herding 

operations.  In the early eighteenth century, groups of hunters frequently traveled beyond the 

limits of settlement in search of hippopotamus, eland, and, occasionally, elephants.  During the 

course of these trips, some hunters noticed “unoccupied” lands with enough water to support 

grazing.  This information may have taken on an increased importance when the Heeren XVII, 

the VOC’s governing board, prohibited further grants of land in freehold for cultivation within 

the official boundaries in 1717. Free burghers then had incentives to use their information about 

the quality frontier lands to start new loan farms (Guelke, 1989, 77-79). 

 

VI. Conclusion 

The evolution of property rights in the Cape Colony provides another challenge to the 

notion of a universal progression of property rights from open access to de facto private claims to 

de jure titled land.  Alston et al. (2012) analyze a frontier where government has left public lands 
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in open access. As frontier land becomes more valuable, settlers make claims and coordinate 

commons arrangements, which constitute de facto property rights to the land. As competition for 

the land increases, incumbents confront new entrants, and one of the two groups seeks 

government intervention to assign de jure property rights. Governments respond by defining de 

jure rights that may either accommodate incumbents’ claims or deny them and provide means for 

entrants to acquire rights to frontier land.  Such a progression captures (with qualifications) the 

emergence of private property rights from public lands in many settlement regions, including 

New South Wales, the United States, and Brazil, yet does not do so in the Province of Buenos 

Aires.  

Our study of settlement on the Cape Colony’s frontier challenges the universal 

progression ideas via the channel as in Buenos Aires.  The Cape Colony was confronted with a 

high degree of resistance from the population of first peoples during its first 50 years (1652-

1701), just as Buenos Aires encountered throughout the first half of the nineteenth century and 

New South Wales through the early 1820s.  When, however, the risk of violence to settlers was 

high, or if settlers required third-party protection, the government role in specifying de jure 

property rights and protecting them from the outside threat was greater.  The province of Buenos 

Aires, exposed on its southern flank to hostile indigenous tribes with significant military might, 

is an exception that proves the rule. When the private costs of squatting were high, private 

settlers could not so willingly evade the government interest.  The apparent inconsistency, then, 

between the revenue objectives of governments and their willingness to give away land or leave 

it in open access is explained by the cost of enforcement of the public claim and the opportunity 

costs to settlers of accepting it. A dominant ruling elite might complicate, but did not eliminate, 

this calculus.  Governments chose to give away public land when the value of the expected 

stream of revenues was exceeded by the cost of appropriating it.  
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In the case of the Cape Colony, the risk of violence from the Khoikhoi was likewise 

initially high, and settlers required the protection of the government to graze their herds.
34 

When 

the risk of violence was low and manageable by means of second- and first-party enforcement, 

the opportunity costs to settlers were low, and settlers ventured beyond the Colony’s boundaries 

to claim lands.  Yet before they moved in large numbers, experimental VOC ventures in the 

1700-1712 period to provide licenses to burghers that allowed temporary use of lands at vaguely 

specified locations beyond the official boundaries had rapidly evolved into a new form of land 

tenure, the loan farm.  The availability of this “new” land tenure at precisely the time when the 

Khoi threat ebbed—after the smallpox epidemic of 1713-1714—meant that de facto squatting 

claims by the new settlers would not preempt government claims to revenues from these lands 

but rather would facilitate the maintenance of residual government rights to the land as well as an 

annual revenue from settler quit rents.  The company’s actions resemble in many ways the 

actions taken by the NSW government to reestablish its right to obtain revenue from de facto 

claims established by settlers from the late 1820s beyond the NSW government’s official 

settlement boundaries (“The Limits of Location”).  The main difference between the two 

situations was that the private company’s decisions were more timely than the colonial 

government’s decision, coming before most of the animals and their owners had left the official 

borders behind.   

The casual and ambiguous way that claims were delineated and adjudicated may well 

have been appropriate to the scarcity and relative value of land at the Cape beyond the 

Stellenbosch area. With the decline of the Khoi population, the thin lightly watered grasslands of 

the Cape had a low per hectare value and few alternative uses beyond pastoral activities.  The 

loan farm system allowed large amounts of these abundant low-quality lands with few alternative 
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 To counter the risk of foreign invasion, the VOC also had incentives to draw the Colony’s boundaries more tightly 

than otherwise.   
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uses to be quickly brought into production.  While the system encouraged the “wasteful” use of 

the low-value grasslands, it also recognized that there was more than a 100-year supply of such 

land at the frontier and that it did not pay to allocate resources to carefully survey and use low-

quality lands.  With its ability to place large number of new graziers on large farms of roughly 

equal size, the loan farm system created a community of free farmers that would have pleased 

Thomas Jefferson for its egalitarian features and would have irritated him immensely for its 

absence of educational facilities, its lack of democratic governance institutions.
35 
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And, as in the U.S. South, this Jeffersonian eqalitarianism had its foundations in the Colony’s extensive use of 

slave labor. 
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